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Introduction
The PIS-10 IEC 61850 software library allows the applications programmer to specify multiple points (data
attributes) to update the values within the Server. The purpose of this application note is to explain how to
use the IEC61850_Update(…) function in setting the values for multiple data attributes simultaneously.

Please refer to our navigable online API User Documentation http://systemcorp.com.au/PIS10API/index.html for
more information on other API functions and data structures.
How to Use Update Function for Multiple Data Points
The IEC61850_Update(…) function has support for passing multiple data attributes at one time. This can
be used to allow an application to write several associated data attributes into the stack. For example,
using an ‘stVal’ that has a quality ‘q’ and a time ‘t’ data attribute associated to the stVal. When updating the
stVal value the quality ‘q’ and the time stamp ‘t’ data attributes may also be updated in the same function
call.
To update the points together simultaneously, all data attributes must have a DAID associated with them in
the CID file for the Server:
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Step 1.
Create an array of the DAID type you are using with a number of elements equal to the
number of points you want to enter at one time.
Step 2.
Create an array of DataAttributeData types that will contain the values you want to store.
 Make sure that the size of the array matches the size of the DAID array.
Step 3.
Set the values inside the arrays for all the elements you wish to update.
 you can update multiple different types of data with this function call
Step 4.
Finally call the IEC6180_Update(…) function and pass the arrays as you would a normal
pointer to the single structure, the final parameter of the function call is the number of elements in
the array.
 Usually, this would be 1 if you were only passing in one point worth of data.
Data Attribute ID array
Step 1

Values inside GGIO LN, Beh DO, functional constraint ST
Step 3

stVal
stVal
SystemCorp_Generic

q

q
SystemCorp_Generic

t
t

SystemCorp_Generic

Step 4

Step 3

New Data Attribute Values

Function call

IEC61850_Update ( server, ptDAID, ptNewValue, uiCount)
New
Status
Value

New
Quality

New
Timestamp

Step 2

If you need assistance
All technical questions must be sent to our support email address: support@systemcorp.com.au
Upon receiving your question(s), it will get logged in our support system and you will receive and
acknowledgement which will include a tracking number(s), e.g. M#040321. Please refer to your tracking
number(s) when you are following up about enquiry.
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